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the list of games offered to your customer may vary depending upon the operating system and dlc
packages installed on the system. it is possible that certain titles will not be included in the list of
games on the windows system. also, the selection of downloadable titles and available platform(s)
may vary based on region. for more information on content available for purchase and platforms,
please visit xbox.com. if youre more of an app person, you can change the apps you see on your

launcher.each of the apps is a tile, so you simply drag and drop them where you want them.you can
add a tile, change its size, and even set its position. once you have set up your launcher the way you
like it, go back to the home screen and lock it there. launch the web browser, and when the launcher
appears, tap the settings icon > settings > personalization. swipe up on your home screen to reveal
the launcher. tap the drop down icon next to apps > apps on the launcher to see your apps. theres

also an option for you to customize the launcher to your liking. go to the settings app, and then
personalization. go to the launcher section, and youll see a slider that will allow you to set a slider so
that your app window will open. now you just have to decide where you want the slider to appear. it
comes in handy for those who want to preview a lot of apps at once. applications can be called by
clicking on their tile on the windows 10 launcher. if the default launcher is set to "windows", upon
clicking on an app's tile, the app will open the window of the app. if the default launcher is set to a

different desktop, upon clicking on an app's tile, the app will open a window of the app onto the
selected desktop. to switch to the user's default desktop, the user must change the default desktop

to "windows" using settings, and then change the default launcher back to "windows".
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i recommend creating a separate work profile if you want
to keep things separate between work and

personal.download the rockstar game launcher
application and follow the guide given to you on the

original download page . you can then use this launcher
only for work activities. once you have downloaded the
launcher app, follow the guide on the download page to
set up your work profile. working for a major technology

company i often switch between personal and work
activities and their separation is a security concern. i'm

always using one device for personal matters and one for
work. even when i use my work device at home on my

own time and even after the work day, i use my personal
phone for work. when i'm done with work i often leave for

home and switch back over to my personal phone at
home. this way both devices do not get compromised.

confirming the email address associated with your work
account to take full advantage of your work profile, make

sure that you have confirmed your personal email
address. from the settings page tap on emails, and then
confirm email address. you can create a second account

and use it for work you can also choose to create a
separate account for work and use that as a work profile.
this will help you separate work and personal information

more easily. adding the new microsoft launcher to the
launcher once you have a second launcher set up, go to

the launcher app > tap on all apps. a list of apps will
appear. tap on the search bar at the top and search for

microsoft launcher. scroll down and select it. 5ec8ef588b
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